
We’re thrilled to join the Los Angeles Unified School District to assist K-6 students 
with 24/7 learning support. Curious to find out how Paper™ can help you support 
learners in the classroom and beyond? Read on to find out what you can expect.

10 quick Paper™ pointers

Ready to see what Paper has in store for your students this year?
Visit paper.co/lausd to log in today!

Limitless support
Paper’s interactive platform is accessible on any 
device, 365 days a year, without any limits on time. 
This means students can seek academic support for 
as long as they need.
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Availability for everyone
Paper’s universal access model is designed to serve all 
students. With support in multiple languages—including 
Spanish—we help learners from every background get 
the support they deserve, whatever their academic needs 
are, and regardless of their scheduling constraints.
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Dedicated writing assistance 
Paper’s Review Center offers students the ability to receive 
constructive feedback from tutors on a wide variety of 
written compositions, from creative writing and essays to 
scientific writing and more. With the thoughtful guidance 
provided by our tutors, students have a helping hand every 
step of the way as they write and revise their working drafts.
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A focus on safety and privacy
Our chat-based interface helps students feel safe and 
secure discussing what they already know and clarifying 
where they could use some extra help. Paper maintains 
compliance with the Children’s Online Privacy Protection 
Act (COPPA) and other pertinent regulations, including the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), and 
state-level guidelines, like those outlined in the California 
Student Data Privacy Agreement (CSDPA).
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An emphasis on confidence for life
Across the Paper platform, students will benefit from 
supportive guidance and instruction as tutors nurture their 
innate curiosities and help them build confidence in their 
own abilities. This drive is what permeates everything we do.
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Educational opportunities for
after school
With PaperLive, students can participate in live weekly learning 
experiences that are almost like serialized TV shows—with the 
key difference being that students are encouraged to actively 
engage with gamified storylines. Topics range from astronomy 
to physical education, history, STEM, and far beyond!
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A complete overview for teachers
From their Insights Dashboard, educators can access 
comprehensive logs of tutoring sessions launched by 
learners in their classes. There, they can see what kinds 
of questions students ask and identify opportunities to 
address learning gaps in the classroom.
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Recognition for
student achievement
Paper Achievements provide students with a series of 
trophies and challenges that encourage them to explore all 
of Paper’s offerings—boosting academic success in turn.
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An inquiry-based approach
We don’t just give away answers. Tutors are trained 
to use the Paper Method: a holistic, theory-based 
instructional framework built to help support students’ 
ongoing individual development.
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High-quality help
Paper carefully selects every member of our diverse and 
multilingual team of tutors to ensure students get the 
very best help. We don’t use any subcontractors or 
freelancers—all tutors are employees of the company. 
That means they’ve gone through extensive screening, 
background checks, aptitude tests, and training to 
ensure consistency and quality service for every student.
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